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Abstract: This paper focuses on a particular form of high mobility, namely the long journeys to
work generated by cross-border job market. More precisely, it studies the impact of such behaviors
on well-being by analyzing the relationships between mode choice, transport-related attitudes,
socio-demographic and spatial attributes, and the level of satisfaction in the context of cross-border
long commutes to Luxembourg. The statistical modelling is rooted to a conceptual framework that
emphasizes the mutual dependencies between attitudes, mode choice, and satisfaction. Based on
a survey among long-distance commuters (N = 3093) held in 2010 and 2011, two ordered logistic
regressions, one of which including latent constructs of transport-related attitudes derived from a
structural equation modelling, are developed to explain satisfaction in commuting. Main findings
are: (1) Travel-related attitudes influence satisfaction with travel more than socio-demographic
attributes; (2) public transport users are globally more satisfied in commuting than car drivers; (3) the
socio-economic model of satisfaction is plagued by omitted variables issues; (4) the attitude model
of satisfaction drops all but one socio-economic attributes (education remains) while improving
adjustment (Pseudo-R-squared = 0.57 versus 0.09; BIC = 2953 versus 6059) and avoiding omitted
variables bias. The effect of attitudes and other latent constructs is of paramount importance,
even concealing most socio-demographic attributes to assess satisfaction. The conclusion is devoted
to a discussion on the sustainability of these cross-border long commutes from the individual, social,
and environmental points of view.

Keywords: cross-border long commutes; Luxembourg; satisfaction; attitudes; mode choice;
statistical modelling

1. Introduction

Spatial and land use structures evolve thanks to transport networks improvement while tertiary
competitive sector concentrates in large cities, often leading to longer commutes [1]. In Europe [2,3],
North America [4,5], and Asia [6,7], long commutes provide a substitute to worker migration [8].
In the case of a cross-border job market such as Luxembourg, these long commuting are a way to take
advantage of the wage and real estate price differential. However, the spatial mismatch that results
from it raises the question of the sustainability of an urban functioning based on a very high demand
for mobility. Although more and more studies are devoted to the different forms of high mobility,
and in particular long-distance commuting, few works talk about their impacts on travel satisfaction,
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mode choice, and transport attitudes (e.g., [9]), this paper aims at bridging this gap and underline
peculiarities of cross-border long commuting in Luxembourg.

Several expressions qualify the phenomenon of high mobility: “mega commuters”, “long
commuters” [4], “extreme commuters” [10–12], “super-commuters” [13], “inter-jurisdictional
commuters” [5], “persevering commuters” [14], or “intensive travelers” [15]. They refer to employees
travelling at least two hours total commute per day to reach their workplace and return home.
In Luxembourg, with an average daily travel time for journeys to work of 1 h and 40 min [16],
most cross-border workers rely on long commuting. The number of those workers living in Belgium,
France, and Germany commuting to Luxembourg grows steadily, from 105,000 in 2003 to 204,000 in
2020, leading to congestion issues and longer distances.

Using a conceptual framework derived from De Vos and Witlox [17] and Ye and Titheridge [18],
this article analyzes the main determinants of the level of travel satisfaction, which contributes to
well-being, in the context of long cross-border commuting. Thanks to a two-stage cross-sectional
procedure (structural equation model—SEM—and ordered logistic regressions), this research combines
sociopsychological constructs to sociodemographic and locational factors to model commuting
satisfaction of long-distance commuters. The main purpose is to better understand the impact of long
commuting on the satisfaction and eventually improve the attractiveness of public transit for this
growing pool of long-distance travelers.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review, the conceptual
framework used for this research, and an operational definition of long commuting in the case of
Luxembourg. Section 3 details the methodological procedure. Section 4 shows results and comments
on the Luxembourg case. Section 5 discusses the differences between metropolitan and cross-border
long-distance commuting. Last, the conclusion focusses on ways to further the research on this topic
when (if) longitudinal panel surveys become available.

2. Interactions between Long Commuting, Satisfaction, and Attitudes

This section presents a literature review about criteria used to qualify long commutes
(Section 2.1), association between long commuting and travel satisfaction (Section 2.2), and research
questions (Section 2.3).

2.1. Extreme- Long- Mega- Commuting

Grimal [19] states four criteria used by several disciplines to define long commutes: Distance,
duration, doing an overnight stay and crossing an international border.

Geographers and transport economists rely mainly on the physical distance to distinguish local
versus long-distance trips. The home to work Euclidian distance threshold varies from 50 km in the
Netherlands [20], 50 miles in the USA (US Department of Transportation) to 100 km in France [21] and
Sweden [22].

The second criteria, used mainly by sociologists, relies of travel duration. The threshold is
above 90 min for a one-way trip in the USA [10] or between 100 and 120 min in Europe [15].
Rapino and Fields [4] combine distance and duration to define mega commuting as “travelling 90 or
more minutes and 50 or more miles to work” while extreme commuters are workers “travelling 90 or
more minutes” and long commuting means “travelling 50 or more miles”.

The third criterion relates to trips involving at least one night outside the main residence, meaning a
secondary living place [23] or mobile home [24]. This mobility pattern is often called FIFO (Fly In Fly
Out) or DIDO (Drive In Drive Out), a well-known phenomenon in Canada, Australia, and Chile [25].
Going back to their main home during breaks (e.g., weekends), workers choose this commuting strategy
to avoid moving out [26]. They seek for better wages [27], but often to the cost of a lower subjective
well-being and weaker involvement at work [28]. This criterion considers multi-day commuting while
avoiding crossing international boundaries. However, what about multi-country commuting?
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The last criterion defines long commuting crossing an international boundary. Therefore, travelling to
a foreign country is assimilated to a long-distance commute [19] without explicit threshold on travel
distance and duration. Nevertheless, this criterion can be useful to qualify daily life of cross-border
workers. In Europe, cross-border labor markets are growing fast. They involve 1.3 million workers
in 2015 [29] in progress from 780,000 in 2006–2007 [30]. Most of them commute over long distance,
both in time and distance. For example, in 2010, cross-border workers living in Belgium and working
in Luxembourg travel an average of 49 km (one-way), while workers living and working in Belgium
travel an average of 22 km [16].

Based on distance, travel time and cross-border criteria, we consider that most cross-border
workers in Luxembourg are long commuters. Self-declared daily commute distances are roughly
similar between car and PT (public transit) users (Median: 84 km; Q1: 62; Q3: 114). However,
one-way commute time is higher for PT riders (Median: 71 minutes; Q1: 60; Q3: 85) than car users
(Median: 45; Q1: 35; Q3: 60). All commuters satisfy the fourth criterion, and 90% of them travel
distances of more than 50 km per day and 75% commute above 80 minutes. They likely experience
positive and negative impacts on well-being and satisfaction that may not apply to shorter commuting.
Shorter distance commuters are kept in the models to assess the relative effect of commute time
on satisfaction.

2.2. Long Commuting and Satisfaction

Because travel is a demand derived from an activity and satisfaction is a global subjective
assessment of its realization [31], long-commuting often leads to constraints, burden, stress,
and time loss associated with lower satisfaction, weaker well-being, and degraded health status.
Many researchers report on the correlation between commuting trip duration and the rise of stress and
dissatisfaction [32–37]. With working conditions being controlled for, Drobnič et al. [38] report that
longer commutes (particularly above 90 minutes) have a detrimental effect on life satisfaction in nine
European countries. As well, long commutes lead to higher absenteeism from work [39].

Other papers analyze the qualitative attributes of travel and their impact on satisfaction. Based on
a sample of 3409 Canadian commuters travelling by car, Hilbrecht et al. [40] find that quality of the trip
experience has more impact on satisfaction than travel time. In fact, travel can generate advantages
providing a gap between the home and the workplace or giving time to do other activities like to relax,
play, or reinforce social networks [41,42]. To generate benefits, travel time must be adaptable to the user.
That can be an incentive to choose public transit to secure free time availability during long commutes.

The embodiment of such benefits is related to the chosen transport mode and the complexity of
the trip (e.g., direct versus multiple-stop trip). In most cases, satisfaction of using the public transit is
in between driving the car (lowest) and active transportation modes (highest) [43,44]. Nonetheless,
active transportation modes are ill-suited for long commuting and often, suitable choices are restricted
to motorized modes. In a comparison between motorized modes used for commuting in the New
York metropolitan region, Wener and Evans [45] find that car commuters are more stressed than train
users, mostly because of unpredictability in road congestion. In the same way, from the user point
of view, unpredictable train lines and intercity bus routes (e.g., random delays or low reliance) are
less satisfactory [46].

These findings put light on the ambivalent relationship of commuting on satisfaction where
attributes of transport mode choice influence travel satisfaction, and vice versa. De Vos and Witlox [17]
discuss the bidirectional relationship between trip satisfaction and travel mode choice. Using the 1996 to
2008 waves of the British Household Panel Survey allowing for modelling causality, Dickerson et al. [47]
find no link between long commutes and life satisfaction. That is in line with the conclusion of Morris
and Zhou [48] based on the American Time Use Survey. Many scholars conclude that, for car commuters,
the quality of travel is mostly related to the congestion, variability (e.g., predictability of congestion),
trip duration, and mode choice. Therefore, factors driving commuting satisfaction are intertwined and
difficult to model [49,50].
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To go further, one should also consider demographic and economic factors, as well as the attitudes
towards transportation modes. Indeed, the perceived difference between “a gift” and “a burden” [51]
are linked to travel-related attitudes which are better indicators of satisfaction in travel [52].

2.3. Research Questions

According to psychosocial theories, attitudes are subjective assessments related to an object or a
situation. They display the personal or social desirability of a behavior, the feeling of being (or not)
inclined (likeliness) to perform a given action [53].

For decades, several studies used attitudes to explain travel behavior, notably mode choice,
in combination with concepts from economic theories, time geography, and psychosocial sciences [54–57].
More recently, Ye and Titheridge [18] develop a conceptual framework, linking attitudes and mobility
behaviors stating that the determiners of modal choice can be bidirectional, such as between travel
attitudes and the built environment, or between modal choice and travel satisfaction. However,
while applying this framework from a survey conducted in Xi’an (China), the specification of the model
is simplified, and the relationships remain unidirectional (e.g., travel attitudes explain satisfaction and
not the opposite).

This literature review shows that the current state of the art does not address the relationships
between travel-related attitudes and satisfaction in a context of long commuting, except for two articles
providing some empirical indications. Beck and Hess [58] studied the willingness to accept longer
commutes to get better pay, considering the differentiated attitudes between and within couples
through an experiment carried out in the Stockholm area. The findings are that, in addition to the
marked gender differences, relationships between spouses are often inconsistent, suggesting that
attitudes may be complex and difficult to measure. A study conducted in Kunming City (China)
focuses on the comparison of travel time attitudes with long trips [6]. The findings show that most long
commuters do not idealize their travel time and remain dissatisfied with their journey. Knowing that
various contexts could imply different travel choices and perceptions, we retain a conceptual framework
considering the specificities of the long commuters and the Luxembourg socio-spatial constraints.

From now, two main research questions emerge from this state of the art. How do social status
and spatial constraints combine with attitudes to set commuting satisfaction? The main hypothesis is
that these three dimensions remain complementary regardless constraints of long commuting. As a
result, several specificities in the explanatory variables could appear with respect to the cross-border
context and long commuting, such as a socio-economic status (e.g., age, level of education), playing a
lesser role in the explanation of the travel satisfaction.

Integrating these relationships enables assessing the significance of direct, indirect, and total
effects of attitudes and constraints on mode choice and satisfaction level likeliness. The next section
presents the methodology developed.

3. Methodology

The methodology focuses on the presentation of long commuter data used for the modelling
framework. The latter combines (1) a SEM that models the structural relationships among attitudes
and latent variables of likely behavior (mode choice and satisfaction) and (2) a logistic regression
that uses the latent constructs of the SEM to model the marginal impact of socio-economic attributes,
local context attitudes, and stated incentives to use public transit on travel satisfaction.

3.1. Data

A one-time snapshot survey was conducted among Luxembourg cross-border workers in 2010
and 2011. It covers 90% of the population of 146,600 cross-border workers within a commuting area
that allows one return journey to work per day. The sampling frame controls for socio-demographic
factors [59] and was spatially stratified in 25 zones [60] spreading over three bordering countries:
France, Germany, and Belgium. Selected at random, 40,000 workers received a self-administered
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pen-and-paper questionnaire dealing with the usual themes of a national transport survey. There were
7235 respondents in this first phase (response rate >18%). The questionnaire had two versions:
French and German. Due care was needed to ensure close adequation between terms used to label
perception concepts.

A second phase of the survey was undertaken in 2011 to gather the way commuters perceive
their daily and residential mobility (duration, cost, and satisfaction), their beliefs about transportation
modes, as well as stated incentives to use public transit. This phase was undergone among respondents
of the first phase and attracted a response rate of 52%. A link between respondents from both phases
yielded 3727 persons who provided the data that could be used for this research [61]. However,
considering the long commute distances involved (average of 43.4 km one way), motorized modes
prevail (car 84.9%; intercity bus 5.5%; train 9.3%) leaving less than 0.3% for other modes (Table 1).
When omitting respondents using active transportation modes (by bike or by foot) or having missing
data, the usable sample is 3090 (see Table 2 or Table 3).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics by country of residence (percent of respondents).

Belgium France Germany N

Number of respondents 836 1437 984 3257

Satisfaction in Commuting
Very unsatisfied 6.1 9.7 4.6 235

Unsatisfied 27.4 36.6 28.6 1027
Satisfied 58.5 49.5 58.8 1764

Very satisfied 7.9 4.2 8.0 204

Non-work trip satisfaction
Very unsatisfied 0.8 1.2 1.4 37

Unsatisfied 7.0 10.9 13.7 345
Satisfied 81.3 81.1 78.5 2582

Very satisfied 10.9 6.8 6.4 249

Public transit user (Dummy; reference car user) 17.0 21.0 13.3 575

Road distance from home to work (mean; km) 50.6 41.8 49.2 3252
Self-reported one-way commute duration (mean; mn) 54.2 55.4 51.0 3115

Work in Luxembourg City (Dummy) 41.8 44.1 38.6 1363
Parking issues at the workplace (Dummy) 20.6 24.3 14.6 665

Travel during peak hours (Dummy) 61.7 59.0 68.8 2037
Access to a firm car (Dummy) 20.3 11.9 12.8 467

Post-secondary education (Dummy) 31.2 24.4 28.1 887
Night worker (Dummy) 7.42 12.0 10.0 332

Motorization deficit in the household (Dummy) 13.2 9.2 14.6 384
Double earner household (Dummy) 60.2 60.6 54.9 1914

Age of the respondent
<35 24.4 25.3 20.2 766

35–44 38.0 39.0 37.0 1243
45+ 37.6 35.7 42.8 1248

Self-reported incentives to use PT for commuting
Develop new services (Car versus PT users: χ2: 14.6 ***) 51.2 58.7 59.6 1857

Car commuters 53.6 60.4 60.3 1571
PT commuters 39.4 52.3 55.0 286

Improve Stops (Car versus PT users: χ2: 39.7 ***) 10.4 13.1 13.8 411
Car commuters 9.5 11.5 11.3 292
PT commuters 14.8 19.2 30.5 119

Add Seats (Car versus PT users: χ2: 184.35 ***) 23.1 28.7 10.6 709
Car commuters 19.9 23.4 6.9 463
PT commuters 38.7 48.3 34.4 246

Lower tariff (Car versus PT users: χ2: 13.6 ***) 34.1 28.9 24.5 941
Car commuters 30.0 27.8 24.7 735
PT commuters 54.2 32.8 22.9 206

Significance: *** p < 0.001.
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Table 2. Assessment of transport modes using semantic differentials (in % of respondents; N = 3090).

Assessment of the Train Very Neutral Very

Comfort Uncomfortable 3 20 31 41 5 Comfortable
Restfulness Tiring 2 11 22 50 15 Relaxing

Security Risky 1 3 23 47 26 Secure
Environmental Polluting 3 7 14 50 26 Clean

Noise Noisy 3 23 40 29 5 Quiet
Cost Expensive 7 30 31 27 5 Cheap

Assessment of the Car Very Neutral Very

Comfort Uncomfortable 4 9 11 42 34 Comfortable
Restfulness Tiring 14 49 28 8 1 Relaxing

Security Risky 9 37 35 16 3 Secure
Environmental Polluting 28 52 16 3 1 Clean

Noise Noisy 2 17 45 30 6 Quiet
Cost Expensive 32 52 12 3 1 Cheap

Table 3. Ordered logistic regression of commuting satisfaction (N = 3090).

Socio-Economic Model Attitude Model

Coefficient z Sign Coefficient z Sign.

Pro-Car Attitude omitted 5.917 26.65 ***
Train Comfort Attitude omitted 0.840 6.01 ***

Train Environment Attitude omitted −1.775 −12.28 ***
Propensity to use Public Transit omitted 6.850 23.46 ***

Public transit user 1.646 13.57 *** −6.868 −14.88 ***
Self-reported commute duration −0.019 −8.43 *** −0.021 −9.33 ***

Road distance from home to work −0.006 −2.64 ** n.s.
Country (ref. Belgium) 1 *** 1

France −0.755 −7.94 *** −0.341 −2.87 **
Germany −0.072 −0.71 0.181 1.49

Work in Luxembourg City −0.385 −4.74 *** 0.583 5.66 ***
Travel during peak hours −0.419 −4.90 *** -0.372 −3.65 ***

Access to a firm car n.s. n.s.

Post-secondary education −0.450 −5.51 *** −0.568 −5.39 ***
Night worker 0.307 2.27 * n.s.

Age of the respondent (ref. <35) 1 n.s.
35−44 0.000 0.00 n.s.

45+ 0.236 2.46 * n.s.
Motorization deficit in the household 0.252 2.15 * n.s.

Must add seats in PT vehicles -0.370 −3.83 *** −0.301 −2.30 *
Must develop new PT services -0.388 −5.27 *** n.s.

Cut: Highly unsatisfied / Unsatisfied −3.507 −7.960
Cut: Unsatisfied / Satisfied −0.720 −2.702

Cut: Satisfied / Highly satisfied 3.638 4.592

Wald Chi2 470 df: 14 979 df: 13
Pseudo R2 0.0900 0.5700

AIC 5956 2856
BIC 6059 2953

Link test (model specification) Failed Prob. : 0.007 OK Prob. : 0.596

Significance: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Despite its size (sampling fraction is about 2%), this sample was found representative of the
cross-border workers in Luxembourg on both socioeconomic and home location criteria [59].
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Among users of PT, 60% access the nearest intercity bus stop or train station by driving a car
(park and ride), 4.9% are car passengers (kiss and ride), leaving a mere 27.5% for active transportation
modes and city buses (7.6%). In this study, car ownership is widespread (99.3% of the households).
Cross-border workers live in France (50.1%), Belgium (25.8%) and Germany (24.1%). Mode shares
of intercity bus and train vary between country (which indicates differences in supply) and between
Luxembourg City (above 35% for PT) and other locations within Luxembourg (above 94% of car users).
Moreover, one can note that incentives to ride PT are significantly different between car users and PT
commuters (Table 1).

During phase 2, respondents were asked to select (multiple choices) among 12 factors that, in their
opinion, could convince car users to use PT more often. Incentives shown at the end of Table 1 generate
significant difference between car versus PT users. Unfortunately, we must use dummy variables
while better information (e.g., order or importance degree) would been more appropriate. Car users
ask for more services while PT users are more focused on operation (stops), comfort, and cost (except
in Germany).

3.2. Modeling Framework

Our methodological framework (Figure 1) relies on two complementary steps. The first is a
preliminary analysis of the satisfaction towards commuting based on a SEM. It allows to assess the
bidirectional relationship between mobility behavior, attitudes, and satisfaction and to extract latent
constructs that summarizes individual’s attitudes towards transport mode. The second step includes
latent constructs and measured variables to model the level of satisfaction.
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Figure 1. Methodological framework.

Respondents of the second phase survey were asked to assess their beliefs (measurement indicators)
about the car and the train on six criteria using 5-level semantic differentials (Table 2). Assessments of
security, cost, environmental impact, restfulness, comfort, and noise are combined using a confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA, results not shown) to define a measurement model [62] yielding three latent
variables related to a pro-car, a train-comfort, and a train-environment attitude (see Appendix A).
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The SEM combines a measurement model (CFA) with a structural model (SEM) to handle
the relationships among the latent variables, especially the travel-related attitudes, and the travel
satisfaction and the mode choice. If latent variables are specified, their values (parameters and scores)
are estimated to optimize the adjustment with the data using a maximization rule [62] and can be used
as explanatory variable in other statistical models.

The SEM is estimated using numerical fit methods. The most used fit method, maximum likelihood
(ML), assumes normality of indicators. Since indicators of Tables 1 and 2 are not normally distributed,
a quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimation was performed and the computation of standard errors
uses the Huber–White sandwich estimator of the covariance matrix to compute fit indices and standard
errors [63]. Estimation of the SEM is done with Stata release 15 using QML.

For this research, the SEM integrates the reflexive CFA of attitudes towards transport modes with:
(1) Satisfaction in travel (combining commuting and other trips) combined into a reflexive model of
satisfaction with travel; (2) use of public transit to commute; (3) propensity to use PT influenced by the
pro-car and train-comfort attitudes in interaction with satisfaction with travel; and (4) three exogenous
variables describing core aspects of travel to work (the destination—Luxembourg City, the peak hour
effect, the contingency of access/responsibility of a firm car). The endogenous variables influence both
the use of PT and the satisfaction in commuting.

The set of equations (Appendix A) defines direct and indirect paths of dependency for assessing
mediation, while the reciprocal feedback of satisfaction with travel and propensity to use PT allows
for moderation in a non-recursive SEM (stability index is well below 1). After model calibration,
latent variables are predicted and standardized. Their scores are later used in the ordered logistic
regression models of satisfaction (see distributions in Appendix B).

The second and last step of our methodology consists in modelling the level of satisfaction of
cross-border commuters regarding their journeys to work. This model uses as the dependent variable
the self-reported satisfaction in commuting using an ordered 4-class scale from “very unsatisfied”
to “very satisfied” (see Table 1). More precisely, two ordered logistic regressions are used:
The first, called socio-economic, relates satisfaction to the home country, trip to work characteristics,
socio-economic attributes, stated incentives to use PT; the second model, called attitudes, adds latent
transport-related attitudes and propensity to use PT coming from the SEM in order to compare it with
the first.

Ordered logit models estimate parameters of the relationships between an ordered dependent
variable and a set of independent variables [64]. It is a generalization of the binary logit model that is
estimated using maximum log likelihood [65]. An underlying score is estimated as a linear function of
the independent variables and a set of cut points between classes. An ordered logit model provides
odds ratios to compute the marginal probability of class membership linked to each variable/indicator.
Standard errors of coefficients are used to test for the significance of each indicator and variable.
Moreover, it allows Wald tests to assess the significance of specific sets of variables [66].

4. Results

4.1. Structural Equation Model

Figure 2 and Appendix A presents the cross-sectional SEM results. The fit is very good by all
criteria (CFI, RMSEA, SRMR, R-squared [CD], and Stability). That indicates a close agreement with the
covariance matrix of measurement and exogenous variables. Figure 2 shows the significant (p <0.05)
relationships. All coefficients are in line with expectations and significant at the 1% rejection level or
below. For example, travel during peak hours increases PT ridership. PT services are better suited for
commuting to Luxembourg City yielding a positive effect on PT mode share, but slightly decrease
satisfaction (more congestion). Access to a firm car has a negative effect on both satisfaction (restricted
more choice when you must drive a car) and use of PT for commuting.
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As expected, travel-related attitudes are related to mode choice (propensity) and satisfaction with
travel (and commuting). Some of these relationships are direct and appear in Figure 2. However,
many effects of pro-car and train-comfort attitudes on satisfaction in commuting and actual mode
choice are mediated by latent variables (mostly satisfaction with travel and propensity to use PT)
as can be seen in the last column in Appendix A Table A1 (total effects). For example, a positive
train-comfort attitude increases PT commuting while a pro-car attitude is detrimental. The large
difference in coefficients for the propensity to use PT as a predictor of PT use, from 0.3687 for the
direct effect up to 0.6685 for the total effect, indicates a large share of mediation. Finally, a positive
train-environment attitude shows no significant effect on the propensity to use PT.

4.2. Ordered Logistic Model of Commute Satisfaction

When including the standardized attitude scores, the ordered logit model performs much better
than without the scores (Table 3). The attitude model is far more efficient with the latent constructs
(R2 = 0.57, without latent constructs R2 = 0.09) and better adjusted (BIC = 2953, without BIC = 6059)
than the socio-economic model. Furthermore, the link test indicates that the model without attitudes is
likely plagued by the omitted variables issue.

Moreover, all but one (education) socio-economic attributes lose their significance when attitudes
(latent variables) are set in the model. Attitudes are highly significant and outperform most other
variables. The most resilient measured variables relate to the trip itself: Mode choice and road distance
from home to work. Moreover, two important coefficients change signs from the socio-economic to the
attitude model: Mode choice (use of PT) and work in Luxembourg City. One should remember that
these variables are included in the SEM and mediated by the predicted factors: The coefficients of the
latter model express their remaining marginal effect after the attitudes are considered.

Then, while using PT for commuting increase satisfaction in the first model, the same variable
competes with the propensity to use public transit in the attitude specification. Signs are reverse and
of the same magnitude, meaning that the global impact on satisfaction is null for PT users with a
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standardized propensity score of 1, positive for consonant PT users (score above 1), and negative for
dissonant PT users (propensity score below 1).

Through mediation, the SEM embeds this higher satisfaction into the propensity to use PT
unveiling the differences between car and PT users. Their likelihood to be satisfied takes opposite
signs. Reminding that propensity is a standardized variable (with values between −4 and +4;
see Appendix B Figure A1), for PT users, the positive effect on satisfaction happens when the propensity
to use PT is higher than 1 (6.850–6.868). Conversely, for car users, the positive effect on satisfaction
occurs when the propensity to use the PT is lower than. Therefore, consonance (i.e., an agreement
between an attitude and a behavior) and free-choice opportunity matter.

Working in Luxembourg City shows a similar behavior. When the negative externality of travelling
to the main city (e.g., congestion) is cancelled out in the propensity to use PT, the positive externality of a
wider mode choice (better PT supply + the car) becomes visible because these workers can optimize their
decision when they are successful to avoid congestion (peak hours remain significant). Additionally,
detrimental effects of trip duration and living in France remain highly significant. The effect of trip
duration is as expected: The more it takes time, the less the commuter is satisfied.

5. Findings and Discussion

5.1. Summary of Findings

The main findings are:

• Travel-related attitudes influence satisfaction with travel. The pro-car attitude competes with
pro-train attitudes (opposite signs) to “explain” commuting satisfaction.

• Long commute during peak hours is detrimental to satisfaction of car users and increase PT
ridership where PT service is efficient and abundant (e.g., working in Luxembourg City). Thus,
the propensity to use PT increases satisfaction in commuting if riders are consonant (positive
attitude about the train).

• PT riders are globally more satisfied in commuting than car users. That is highly significant in
the socio-economic model. However, that relationship reverses when considering attitudes and
propensity to use PT, meaning that consonant riders are more satisfied.

• Access to a firm car has no marginal effect on satisfaction in commuting while it closely impedes
using the PT. That suggests a perceived balance between benefits when traffic is free flow and
inconvenience when road congestion occurs.

• Satisfaction including travel-related attitudes and the linkage with the other component (as a
latent variable) are better adjusted and much more informative than mere socio-economic models.

• The attitude model of satisfaction in commuting drops all but one socio-economic attributes
(education remains) while improving adjustment (R-squared increased from 0.09 to 0.57;
BIC decreased from 6059 to 2953).

• For this case study, standard socio-economic models of satisfaction are plagued by omitted
variables issues. Thus, travel-related attitudes highly matter while their impact can also be
mediated by other latent constructs.

• Latent variables assessing the propensity to use PT and travel satisfaction are mutually dependent
in the cross-sectional SEM. That supports part of the conceptual framework. These latent constructs
mediate the influence of travel-related attitudes in the SEM. That is in line with expected mediation
and self-moderation effects.

The Luxembourg case confirms the relevance for adding attitudes in the satisfaction model:
It reshapes the scope of socio-economic effects in favor of attitudes and propensity (partially handling
the impact of consonance).
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5.2. Discussion

Cross-sectional models were rather efficient to disentangle the complex relationship between
mode choice and satisfaction. In relative terms, PT commuters tend to be more satisfied than car
users as measured in the socio-economic model (they avoid road congestion close to Luxembourg
City). That is in contrast with the literature review carried out by De Vos [44]. Considering 29 articles,
17 articles find that car travel was more satisfactory than using PT when excluding active transportation
modes that are widely preferred. However, most of these studies are about metropolitan commuting
where active transportation modes are a feasible alternative. That is illustrative of the difference
between long-distance, cross-border, and metropolitan commuting.

Observed differences lead to two complementary hypotheses to be verified in future research:
(1) The PT services to Luxembourg are efficient and mostly reliable because they link high-density
remote towns in neighbor countries to concentrated workplaces (bicentric labor market) with few
intermediate stops (thanks to the rural landscape on the way); (2) there are few commuting road axes
to reach work centers, leading to congestion at peak time. That is in contrast with long-commuting
in most metropolitan areas where PT must be designed to service multiple stops along the railroad
or bus line. In fact, the studied PT network shows some attributes of a de facto transit-oriented
development (TOD) system centered on Luxembourg while traffic on the highways is unidirectional
and thus unbalanced during peak hours. Despite freeness of travel in the Schengen zone, this setting is
to be contrasted with that of metropolitan areas crossing provinces in Canada (e.g., Ottawa-Gatineau),
states in the U.S. (e.g., New York-Newark), or even international borders (e.g., Detroit-Windsor).
In all those cases, urbanization is continuous and commuters exchange is somewhat bi-directional.
Furthermore, the cultural differences experienced by Luxembourg are undoubtedly stronger than
the cases across the Atlantic mentioned. For example, these differences can be linked to language
and are reflected in the labor market. The increasing number of cross-border workers is prompting
substantial change to Luxembourg’s traditionally triglossic language situation, where Luxembourgish,
French, and German have coexisted in public use (see e.g., [67,68]). In addition to this cultural
diversity are the different activity and transportation practices of the residents of the three countries.
French cross-border commuters, who are more inclined to take PT, are nonetheless the most dissatisfied,
due in particular to greater road congestion, the higher density of the resident population, and the
number of cross-border commuters.

This case study illustrates the specificities that should be considered for studying long commuting.
Many socio-economic variables (e.g., gender, age, full-time versus part-time jobs, income, car ownership,
living place and urban forms, children at home, household structure, etc.) were tested in the models.
However, they were nonsignificant or gradually dropped when considering attitudes and propensities
that are based on psychosocial measurements in the satisfaction model. That is to put in contrast
with findings of Zhu and Fan [69], Roberts et al. [70], Cao and Ettema [71], Mouratidis et al. [72],
and Ye and Titheridge [73] where socio-economic features or built environment matter.

That may result from two sources: (1) Despite its multinational structure, the cross-border labor
market of Luxembourg is rather homogenous: Cross-border workers are less strongly polarized in
skills and occupations and with lower within-group wage inequality than immigrants living and
working in Luxembourg [74]. (2) Considering only long-distance (and motorized) travel, the study
emphasizes the differentiation of attitudes in a region made of four countries and several languages or
cultures (mostly German and French). This feature needs further experiments (compare cross-border
workers and Luxembourg citizens) and other case studies in similar contexts (e.g., Geneva).

All in all, we believe that our results based on cross-sectional data support the conceptual
framework proposed by De Vos [44], De Vos and Witlox [17], and Ye and Titheridge [18]. However,
longitudinal data, especially panel surveys, are needed to fully explore the causal structure of
relationships between the socio-economic status, beliefs and attitudes, transportation choices,
and satisfaction. The framework assumes that many relationships are bidirectional leading to
mutual dependency. However, Heinen and Bohte [75] state that the direction of causality between
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attitudes and behavior in travel mode choice and commuting is a matter for debate. Attitudes affect
behavior, as many psychological theories purport, but behavior also could influence attitudes.

Moreover, it appears that long-distance commutes are somewhat different from intra-metropolitan
commutes and that these peculiarities could be related to specificities like the structure of the labor
market. The willingness to commute for long distances is likely related to other basic attitudes that may
be common to most long-distance commuters. Thus, latent-class analyses based on economic sectors,
types of employment (e.g., professionals versus manual workers), beliefs, values, and attitudes about
lifestyle (e.g., family, social rank, salary levels, etc.) can likely improve: (i) Understanding personality
traits of the commuters and (ii) assessing dissonance and consonance [76].

Increasing ridership of electric transport modes (like the train) and reducing road congestion are
paramount factors to better sustainability of long commuting. Our findings show that satisfaction
is highly related to consonance (attitudes versus actual mode choice) while increasing comfort (e.g.,
adding seats) in PT vehicles may have a significant marginal impact on satisfaction. Table 3 reports
a lower satisfaction in commuting for commuters asking for more seats (p < 0.05). That should be
interpreted in conjunction with Table 1 indicating that it is mostly a demand from PT users. Filling such
a need allows for enhancing the attitude towards the train comfort, which can also raise consonance.
However, further studies are needed to choose which PT routes or service to prioritize.

Some limitations can be mentioned concerning this study. For example, survey data are 9 to
10 years old. Nevertheless, considering the cost of such national-level survey, the GIS analysis needed
to locate respondents, describe their living context, and summarize their access to transport means,
we believe that these data are still relevant. In addition, the collection of attitudinal data on transport
modes, related to satisfaction, is not a common practice in national or regional transport surveys. As a
result, the information provided by this survey is not yet updated at this scale of precision (local) and
magnitude (three different countries covered). Moreover, redoing similar survey and analysis after the
COVID-19 pandemic could be interesting to seek differences.

6. Conclusions

Combining GIS data with a survey within two models, this article analyses linkages between
mode choice, attitudes about transportation modes, and travel satisfaction for high mobile cross-border
commuters. This research’s originality pertains to the geographical scale of analysis associated with
long-distance commuters living outside the Luxembourg metropolitan area (and country).

Despite limitations coming from the age of data and its cross-sectional nature, including reflexive
attitude variables and formative latent indicators of mode choice is still meaningful and strongly
improves the regression models, both in terms of functional form relevance and of adjustment.
The impact of latent constructs of attitudes is highly significant on commuting satisfaction, which could
impact well-being. Only one sociodemographic variable (education) remains significant in the attitude
model, meaning that attitudes supersede the other sociodemographic attributes and the main drivers
of commuting satisfaction.

Overall, considering unavailability of active transportation modes and the dominance of the car,
it appears that PT users are more satisfied with commuting, likely because during long commutes
it provides free time and restfulness, necessary to enhance the subjective well-being. Nevertheless,
depending on the current COVID-19 pandemic crisis, changes in daily travel patterns could have an
impact on travel satisfaction, particularly through a reduction in the number of daily commutes [77].
Indeed, teleworking is likely to be more developed than it was in most countries: This might be the case
in Luxembourg, even on a cross-border scale. With a strong decrease in congestion, especially towards
city centers, it is possible that car user satisfaction will improve. Moreover, contagion makes the use of
PT more risky from a health point of view. How does this affect the feeling of safety and the positive
image of PT, even if they are efficient? Beyond the satisfaction measurement, in the coming years,
which are the jobs that will be concerned by these telework actions that could reshape the outline
of possible new travel patterns and new residential geography? In this sense, our study provides
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a benchmark for comparing the situation before and after the pandemic. This is another research
potential that could use a survey of the same type as the one carried out in 2011.
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Appendix A. The Structural Equation Model

Appendix A.1. Model Specification and Fit Indexes

A Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is used to define three transport-related attitudes:
Pro-Car (L1), Train Comfort (L2) and Train Environment (L3). They are made of reflective structures of
measurements that split variations into congruent and error components, providing coefficients (with
significance) to estimate the factors and error terms to handle the specificities:

y1 = α1 + λ1Lx + ε1, y2 = α2 + λ2Lx + ε2, . . . , yn = αn + λnLx + εn (A1)

where y1, y2 and yn are the n indicators used to define the latent variable, α1, α2 and αn are intercepts
that estimate the expected value of each indicator when Lx, the latent variable, is zero. λ1, λ2 and
λn index the relation between each indicator and the latent variable. ε1, ε2 and εn are independent
error terms for each indicator, meaning that any covariance between the indicators belongs to the
latent variable.

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients provide a measure of internal consistency and reliability to select the
indicators to be combined in latent variables. Later, the measurement model is integrated in the SEM
to handle (in the structural model) the effect of attitudes on the likelihood to use PT and be satisfied
with commute travel.

The SEM integrates the reflexive CFA of attitudes towards transport modes with: (1) satisfaction in
commuting (y10) and in non-work travel (y11) combined into a reflexive model of satisfaction with travel
(L4); (2) use of public transit to commute (y12); (3) propensity to use PT (L5) influenced by the pro-car (L1)
and train-comfort (L2) attitudes in interaction with satisfaction with travel (L4). Finally, three exogenous
variables describing important aspects of travel to work (the destination, Luxembourg City (x1), the peak
hour effect (x2), the contingency of access/responsibility of a firm car (x3)). The endogenous variables
influence both the use of PT and the satisfaction in commuting. Formally:

y1 = α1 + λ1L1 + ε1, y2 = α2 + λ2L1 + ε2, y3 = α3 + λ3L1 + ε3, y4 = αn + λ4L1 + ε4

y5 = α5 + λ5L2 + ε5, y6 = α6 + λ6L2 + ε6, y7 = α7 + λ7L2 + ε7

y8 = α8 + λ8L3 + ε8, y9 = α9 + λ9L3 + ε9

L3 = α+ β1L2 + ε
y11 = α11 + λ11L4 + ε11

L4 = α+ β1L1 + β2L5 + ε
L5 = α+ β1L1 + β2L2 + β3L4 + ε
y12 = α+ β1L5 + β2x1 + β3x2 + β4x3 + ε

y10 = α10 + λ10L4 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + β4y12 + ε10

(A2)
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where α, βx and ε are, respectively, the intercept, the slopes and the error term of each equation. In this
SEM, L4 and L5 are reciprocally dependent, L4 overlaps the measurement and the structural models
and L3 is dependent of L2.

The assessment of fit needs a mix of indices. This paper uses four fit indices. The root mean
squared errors of approximation (RMSEA) assesses how well the model, with optimally chosen
parameter estimates, would fit the population’s covariance matrix. A maximum cut-off value of 0.06
is recommended [78]. The standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR) provides the squared
root of the difference between the residuals of the sample covariance matrix and the hypothesized
covariance model. A value below 0.05 indicates a well-fitted model. Both RMSEA and SRMR are
absolute fit indices and should be complemented with a relative fit index like comparative fit index
(CFI). CFI assumes that all latent variables are uncorrelated, and it compares the sample covariance
matrix with this null model. A value above 0.95 is indicative of good fit. Finally, the coefficient of
determination (R-squared) indicates the global strength of the structural model. It ranges from 0 to 1
(perfect adjustment).

Appendix A.2. Numerical Results

Table A1. Standardized SEM of attitudes towards mode choice and travel satisfaction (N: 2859).

Measurement Model Coefficient z Sign. Total Effects

Pro Car Attitude
Car security 0.4577 18.24 *** 1

Constant 2.8475 81.70 ***
Car cost 0.3900 16.10 *** 0.7381
Constant 2.3608 66.19 ***

Car environmental impact 0.5433 20.18 *** 0.9730
Constant 2.5222 66.49 ***

Car restfulness 0.5905 18.76 *** 1.1417
Constant 2.7866 74.65 ***

Train Comfort Attitude
Train comfort 0.4927 15.22 *** 1

Constant 3.5461 72.29 ***
Train restfulness 0.5563 17.94 *** 1.1506

Constant 3.9068 60.64 ***
Train security 0.4070 13.75 *** 0.7264

Constant 4.8914 65.80 ***
Train noise *** 0.4691

Train Environment Attitude
Train environmental impact 0.2903 9.48 *** 1

Constant 4.0666 52.96 ***
Train noise 0.5236 11.07 *** 1.6697
Constant 3.4831 77.09 ***

Satisfaction with Travel
Satisfaction in Commuting See structural model

Non-work Travel Satisfaction 0.3661 7.12 ***
Constant 6.1694 43.09 ***

Non-work Travel Satisfaction (Very unsatisfied—very satisfied)
Satisfaction with Travel *** 0.2056

Propensity to use Public Transit ** 0.9540
Train Comfort Attitude *** 0.1040

Pro-Car Attitude *** 0.1617
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Table A1. Cont.

Structural Model Coefficient z Sign. Total Effects

Propensity to use Public Transit [R2: 0.09]
Satisfaction with Travel −0.4255 −10.65 *** −0.0714
Train Comfort Attitude 0.3458 5.94 *** 0.0729

Pro-Car Attitude −0.4296 −4.26 *** −0.1991
Propensity to use Public Transit *** −0.3315

Satisfaction in Commuting [R2: 0.67] (Very unsatisfied—very satisfied)
Satisfaction with Travel 0.7918 15.53 *** 0.6524

Public transit commuter (Dummy) 0.1209 2.66 ** 0.2242
Work in Luxembourg City (Dummy) −0.0980 −3.93 *** −0.0830
Travel during peak hours (Dummy) −0.0822 −4.49 *** −0.1059

Access to a firm car (Dummy) −0.0876 −4.36 *** −0.2159
Constant 3.7671 63.64 ***

Propensity to use Public Transit *** 3.2517
Train Comfort Attitude *** 0.3544

Pro-Car Attitude *** 0.4812

Satisfaction with Travel [R2: 0.28]
Propensity to use Public Transit 1.1654 3.51 *** 3.1018

Pro-Car Attitude 1.0948 3.36 ** 0.5259
Train Comfort Attitude ** 0.0729
Satisfaction with Travel *** −0.3315

Train Environment Attitude [R2: 0.58]
Train Comfort Attitude 0.7621 10.57 *** 0.4691

Public transit commuter [R2: 0.33] (Dummy)
Propensity to use Public Transit 0.3687 11.91 *** 0.6685

Work in Luxembourg City (Dummy) 0.3363 21.01 *** 0.2625
Travel during peak hours (Dummy) 0.0939 6.08 *** 0.0757

Access to a firm car (Dummy) −0.1636 −15.10 *** −0.1775
Constant 0.1229 5.06 ***

Satisfaction with Travel *** −0.0714
Train Comfort Attitude *** 0.0729

Pro-Car Attitude *** −0.1991

Significance: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; Latent variables are in italics CFI: 0.970; RMSEA: 0.026; SRMR: 0.021; CD: 0.875;
Stability index: 0.7042; Total effects are unstandardized.

Appendix B. Distributions of the Latent Variables

Figure A1 shows the box plots of standardized predicted scores for the transport-related attitudes
according to home countries, commuting mode choice and commute satisfaction. Slight differences
between countries include a lower pro-car attitude in France. There is an inverse relationship between
the pro-car attitude and the use of PT while positive attitudes about trains increase the likelihood to
ride PT. Finally, the satisfaction is higher for respondent showing a positive transport-related attitude
for both the car and the PT.

Figure A2 shows the box plots of the propensity to use PT and travel satisfaction (standardized
scores). One can see slight differences between countries, the close adjustments between propensity
to use PT and travel satisfaction and commuting satisfaction. They indicate goodness of fit in the
SEM. It is even more relevant to look at the adjustment between propensity to use PT and commute
satisfaction. As well, the variability of travel satisfaction appears larger for car users than for PT riders.
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